MEDICAL WRITING CHECKLIST:

POWERPOINT SLIDE DECK
Slide decks are used in many ways in the pharmaceutical industry and amongst
biotech startups: for presentations, for learning and training, and as investor decks.

At their best, slide decks can reach both external
and internal audiences, helping them make
informed choices. But slide decks also have
a reputation for being dry and boring. Almost
everyone has sat through lengthy presentations
based on text-heavy slides.

Too often the information in these slide decks is ripped from different sources and slapped together with little visual
appeal, consistency, or story flow. The result: slides with no clear focal point that leave the audience yawning with
boredom or scratching their heads in confusion.

We, at Inklab Communications, have put
together a helpful checklist for medical
writers to use in order to hone and add
value to a prospective powerpoint slide
deck.
The checklist is made up of 5 key stages
– Content, Layout, Lists and Tables,
Graphs, Final Look. Each section can be
converted into a tick box list, which can
be used as you go through a presentation
to ensure each stage is complete.

STAGE 1:

CONTENT
SENSE, CLARITY AND FLOW
• Text makes sense and flows well;
none is missing and none is
repeated.
• Story makes sense and flows well,
with appropriate title slides (also
check hidden slides).
• No slide headings are repeated.
• Wording is clear, and for intended
audience.
• All slides are numbered.

PUNCTUATION
• Apostrophes are used correctly
and face the correct way.
• Em and en rules are used
correctly and spaced
consistently.
• Hyphenations and word divisions
are correct and consistent.
• There are opening and closing
parentheses and quotation
marks.

SPELLING AND CAPITALISATION
• Spelling is UK or US English
throughout.
• Headings are title case or
sentence case throughout.
• Spelling and capitalisation of
proper names and special terms
are consistent.
• Abbreviations and acronyms are
spelled consistently and defined
at first mention.

REFERENCES
• All references in body text
appear in reference list.
• Reference style is consistent
between slides.
• References are up-to-date
(e.g. have abstracts been
published?).
• Website reference links
are checked and ‘last date
accessed’ updated.

NUMBERS
• Numbers 1–9 are spelled out
(unless style dictates otherwise).
• Numbers 10 and above are
numerals.

FONTS AND SYMBOLS
• Italic and other special fonts are
used consistently.
• Icons and symbols are used
consistently.
• Format of P values is consistent.
• Spacing around symbols is
consistent.

SLIDE NOTES
• Slide notes align with the
slide content and format and
referencing is consistent.
• Notes are formatted and fit into
‘Notes view’.
• Redundant slide notes have been
deleted.

STAGE 2:

LAYOUT
• Text-heavy slides, where viable, are split or converted into tables and/or figures.
• There are no lines containing only the last word of a sentence.
• Font of slide content (headings, body text, headings, footnotes, slide numbers, tables and figures)
is consistent within and between slides.
• Colours used in figures and tables are ‘theme colours’ only and consistent.
• Position of headings is consistent.
• Position/spacing of body text/graphs/tables is consistent; no content to the left of slide title.
• Position of footnotes, references and slide numbers is consistent.

STAGE 3:

LISTS AND TABLES
• Punctuation at end of text introducing
lists and tables is consistent per style.

• Bullet styles and numeral typefaces are
consistent.

• Bulleted lists are used when sequence
is unimportant/for sublists in numbered
lists.

• Alignment of runover text and right
margin style in list items are consistent.

• Numbered lists are used to indicate
sequence.
• Numbering in each list is sequential.

• Initial capitalisation of list items is
consistent per style guidelines.
• Punctuation at end of list items is
consistent per style guidelines.

STAGE 4:

GRAPHS
• Scales are appropriate and correct.
• Axes are labelled and units are
present.
• Axis label is centred and fits the scale
of the graph.

• Font size of axis labels and numbers
are the same and consistent (where
possible) between slides.
• Symbols are defined in footnotes.

STAGE 5:

FINAL LOOK (PRESENTATION VIEW)
• Overall layout is pleasing and presents content effectively (e.g. colours
project well).
• Animations work as intended/no ‘white boxes’ used in animations.
• All content adheres to the style guide.

Hopefully, the above checklist will prove useful when you next embark on the development of a powerpoint slide
deck. At Inklab Communications, we pride ourselves on being able to deliver excellent presentations with the most
up-to-date scientific content. You can read our other posts for more information and tips for medical writers on the
Inklab Communications blog.

